Abstract. The people's emotion reflect their attitude towards life and society. This paper proposes an approach to measure the positive emotion of Chinese comments from news portal and forums. A large emotion lexicon is first built by the Point mutual information (PMI) and expression symbols, and the method to calculate the emotion values of each comment is also provided based on this lexicon. Experiments on manual annotation dataset show that our method achieves important improvement compared with the baseline. Finally, we investigate the emotional differences among users' comments from different web sources, and find that the more strict the rules of the network platform, the more positive the user comments.
Introduction
Human's emotions are reflected through their spoken and written languages. Internet has become one of the most effective platforms for people to access information and publish their views. When news come out, people express their mood and opinion on news websites or forums in real time. Many comments on different news and subjects have great potential emotion values.
With the deepening of reform and opening up, Chinese pay increasing attention to news which are relevant to the country and their lives. Emotion analysis is an important research topic in public opinion monitoring. Early in 1999, Bradley and Lang proposed Affective Norms for English Words [1] . Dods et al. introduces an technique to measure happiness of large-scale written expression [2] and they tested the robustness and sensivity of their technique [3] . Bol-len et al studied the influence of moods on the stock market in twitter [4] . Lewis et al. investigated geography of America by computing happiness in twitter and showed social media may potentially be used to estimate real-time levels and changes in population-level in population-level measures [5] . Seligman et al proposed the PERMA theory to measure happiness in five dimensions [6] . Chong kuang et al. translated an PERMA lexicon into Chinese and proposed a series method to measure happiness in weibo [7] . Yang Liang et al proposed a method to detect hot events based on emotion analysis [8] .
Typical researches work focus on the social media and a lot of researches on happiness via mining large-scale data in Twitter and Weibo get the real time quantitative results. But there are few researches on emotions analysis on the Chinese comments from news portal and forums. Till now, the measurement of emotions is not settled yet. Lin Hongfei proposed the DUTIR which described 7 emotional classification and lexical intensity [9] . DUTIR contains seven types of emotional words: anger, disgust, appreciation, fear, happiness, sadness, and surprise. Each word has an emotion value from 0 to 9. Compare with traditional measurement that takes only happiness emotions into account, DUTIR provides more emotional dimensions to analyze emotions. The DUTIR gradually become one of primary approaches for emotion measurement.
This paper provides a detailed and quantitative approach for the emotion measurement of Chinese texts. We build three different datasets which are from Sina news, Baidu post bar and Tianya forum, respectively. Based on these datasets we expand the emotional words of DUTIR, and then propose a method to compute the positive and negative emotions based on our expanded emotion lexicon.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the methods for emotion lexicon expansion and how to calculate the emotion values of web users' comments. In section 3, we compare our approach with the baseline on manual annotation dataset. Section 4 presents the emotion differences among the comments from different web platforms. Finally, we give concluding remarks in Section 5.
Methodology
Emotion Lexicon Expansion. Our lexicon is based on DUTIR that integrates many Chinese emotional words, idioms and proverbs, and its latest version contains more than 27000 emotional words. Since we are going to analyze the datasets from news portal and forums, we need to add the network emotional languages into the DUTIR according to the dataset's characteristics. The following methods are presented to expand the DUTIR lexicon.
Emotional words expansion based on PMI values and synonym lexicon: Point mutual information (PMI) is one of typical methods for word expansion. However, a certain number of words maybe correlative although they have opposite meanings. So we connect all synonyms and calculate all the PMI values between words in DUTIR and words in vocabulary which we obtained from Sina news' comments, Baidu post bar and Tianya forum, then we get top 4000 candidate words with higher PMI values. Then we set each candidate's emotional category and emotion value to that of its synonym which have maximal PMI value.
Emotional words expansion based on the co-occurrence with emoji (expression symbols): We assume that people use emoji to enhance the tone of the sentence. So we compute the times of emotional words of DUTIR's Co-occurrence with emoji, then we get top 100 emoji. Then we set each emoji's emotional category and emotion value to that of the emotional word which have maximal times of Co-occurrence.
We also do some manual work to filter out the noisy words. Finally we expand the DUTIR to a larger lexicon which we call it DUTIRII. The statistics of DUTIR and DUTIRII is shown in Table 1 . Methods of calculating the emotion values. Many people post comments to express their opinions and feelings on news and forums. Our basic assumption is that people express their emotions through their comments' text with emotional words intentionally or unintentionally. We only consider the text of comments and assume that the extent of positive emotion in each comment is independent. We give a formalized definition to each comment. A comment is composed with words. After Chinese Word Segmentation a text of comment become a sequence of words.
Where n is the number of words in comment , is the jth word in comment . The represents the comments sets, which are assigned with different meanings in different situations. For example, when we compute the value of positive emotion value of comments in one news report, the represents all comments on the website of the news report. When we compute the positive emotion value of comments on sports news , represents all comments on sports news.
We use ( ) to represent the emotional polarity of the word . We define appreciation and happiness as positive emotion, in contrary, anger, disgust, fear and sadness as negative emotion. Since surprise emotion can not be distinctly defined as positive or negative, so we do not define it as positive or negative emotion.
We use ( ) to represent the positive emotion value of word and ( ) to represent negative emotion value.
Where ( ) represents the emotion value of .The values of � � and ( ) can be obtained from DUTIR or DUTIRII.
Based on each word's emotion value, the positive and negative emotion values of comment and comment set C can be defined as Equation 4~7 .
Because the long sentences have more emotional words, which lead to the higher weight in computing average positive emotion of dataset, so we define ( ) to represent the average positive emotion value and ( ) the average negative emotion value of .
Where ( ), ( ) and ( )represents the number of emotional words, number of positive emotional words and number of negative emotional words in , when there is no emotional word in , both ( ) and ( ) is 0. Now we can compute the percentage of the positive emotion of , ( ) as Equation 10.
Experiment on Manual Annotation Dataset
Annotation dataset. We evaluated the validity of our method by using an annotation dataset. Since there is no existing available dataset, we construct a new one for the evaluation. First 10000 comments in 8 subjects are randomly selected from Sina news, Baidu post bar and Tianya forum. Then 5 Graduate Students are asked to annotate the comments. Each comment is annotated with a positive value ranging from 0 to 10 by two students at least. If the absolute value of difference between two students' annotation is greater than 3, they ask another student to annotate it, and adopt the average of two close values. The positive value represent the degree of the comment's positive emotion, Value of 0 represent none positive emotion in the comment, value of 10 represent very strong positive emotion in the comment. Contrary to positive value, negative value, which equals 10 -positive value, represent the degree of the comment's negative emotion. When the positive value equals the negative value, the comment is an objective comment. The spam comments are first filtered out. The statistics of annotation dataset is shown in Table 2 . Experiment Results. Our approach adopts an unsupervised learning mechanism. Based on DUTIRII, We first compute all comments' positive and negative emotion values, then the average positive emotion value of each comment's emotion in each subject. We use DUTIR lexicon and take no account of intensity of emotional words in each comments as our baseline. Under a simplified situation, we compute positive emotion ratio by Equation 11. We adopt mean squared error(MSE) and mean absolute error(MAE) to evaluate our method. Table 3 shows the results based on annotation dataset. Our method with DUTIRII get a very close result to annotated dataset and achieve significant improvement in MSE and MAE. Since our method does not take account the emotion of words in combination, it is more suitable for large-scale texts. Please note that our method' MAE value is only 2.2%, so the improvement has significant meaning on analyzing large-scale dataset. Table 3 
Statistics and Analysis on Large-Scale Dataset
In order to analyze the Chinese emotions in news portal and forums, we perform an in-depth analysis on the large-scale dataset based on our method. Our dataset contains 16,430,730 comments from Sina news, 815,820 comments from Baidu post bar and 7,014,424 comments from Tianya forum. Emotions in different news categories. We get comments data on 8 categories of news based by web crawling, and compute the P(C) value of comments on each category. The result is shown in Fig.1 . Fig. 1 . Comments' P(C) value of. entertainment news, sports news technology news, national news, finance news, military news, international news and social new in Sina news. Top 2 ( ) values belong to comments on entertainment and sports, and it is easy to understand that fans always praise their idols. Comments on technology news, national news and finance news are close to neutral. Note that ( ) values of comments on international news and social news are ranked in the last two. We find that international news often report regional and international disputes, while social news often report the unfortunate, unfair or emergent events. Naturally, people' comments are negative. Emotion difference in news portal and forums. In order to find out whether different network platforms influence emotions of comments, we crawl comments of similar topics from Sina news, Baidu post bar and Tianya forum. The ( ) values of different platforms are shown in Fg.2. Fig.2 shows that ( ) values of comments on forums are high than that on Sina news. Customarily, people visit forums to communicate with others who has same hobby and forums are more normative. Besides, there are more rules in forums, basically, swearing is not allowed in most of forums. Also we find that Baidu post bar have more strict rules than Tianya forum. So it's not difficult to understand that comments on forums are more positive.
Summary
This paper proposes a method to compute the emotion values of large-scale dataset based on DUTIR and DUTIRII. We expand the DUTIR based on the large dataset obtained from Sina news, Baidu post bar and Tianya forum. Experiments on manual annotation dataset show that compared with the baseline, our method is more suitable to measure the positive and negative emotions of the comments on network communities. Also we find that the comments' emotion on forums is more positive than that on news portal, which is consistent with our intuitive knowledge.
